In this paper, we propose a novel control scheme that enables a group of multiple spacecraft to maneuver according to a desired trajectory while the internal shape of the group is ensured to converge to a prescribed formation structure.
INTRODUCTION
Formation flying of multiple spacecraft is promising to extend the capability of a single spacecraft. The dimension and quality of the information for measurement systems (e.g. interferometry) or surveillance systems will be enhanced. Also, the reconfigurability and the robustness to the system failure are improved compared to the case of a single system.
In this paper, we propose a novel control scheme for formation and group maneuver of multiple spacecraft, where formation refers to the internal formation shape of the group and group maneuver refers to the behavior of the group as a whole. Our control scheme has these features:
1. simultaneous control of formation and maneuver of the group including both translational and attitude dynamics; 2. natural interaction between group maneuver, formation, and behavior of each agent in the sense that the interaction is based on real physics; and 3. hierarchical extension to multiple groups.
The main innovation of the control scheme is a new decomposition of the dynamics of multiple spacecraft into two parts: an average system which represents the overall motion of the group and a shape system which governs the group formation structure. Thus, by designing suitable control laws for the average and the shape system respectively, desired group maneuver and internal formation are achieved. In addition, the decomposition has the property that the sum of the energies of the average and shape systems equals the energy of the original system.
The decomposition is also a natural way to develop hierarchical control for multiple spacecraft. This can be done by first partitioning the spacecraft into multiple groups at the lowest hierarchy, controlling the group formations and forming an average system for each group. A higher level of the hierarchy can then he constructed by abstracting each lower level group by its average system, and then by grouping them successively into higher level groups.
Because the control scheme makes explicit and decouples the maneuver control and formation control objectives, how the interactions between agents affect these objectives can be easily analyzed. This is not necessarily the case for other control schemes, such as decentralized schemes (where each system follows its own desired trajectory), leaderfollowing schemes (where the leader has more authority over other systems) [I, 21, or virtual structure schemes without the use of formation feedback (i.e. feedback from each agent to the virtual structure behavior) [3, 41 . In a sense, our average system concept is similar to the virtual structure approach when formation feedback is available [5, 6, 71.
However, because our average system is motivated by the physics of the spacecraft rather than being imposed artificially, there may be some advantage in terms of control effort that will be applied.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the problem formulation of the formation and maneuver control for a group of multiple spacecraft.
In section 3, the decomposition is designed so that the dynamics of the group is decomposed into the average system (overall group maneuver) and the shape system (internal formation). Section 4 discusses the design of the formation and maneuver control laws for the group translation and attitude. Simulation is performed in section 5 using three 6-DOF spacecraft and section 6 contains some concluding remarks.
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Group of Multiple Spacecraft
We consider a group of n spacecraft. Each spacecraft has dynamics of a fully-actuated 6-DOF flying rigid body 161.
The 3-DOF translational dynamics of the i-th agent with respect to an inertial frame !Fo is given by:
where mi E%+ is the (constant) mass, and xi E S3, ti E 'X3, and fj E R3 are the position vector, the control to be designed, and the environmental disturbance (e.g. gravitational force for orbital motion, drag, or solar pressure) w.r.t.
A, respectively.
Also, the 3-DOF attitude dynamics of the i-th agent w.1.t.
the inertia frame % can be represented by [8,9]:
where 
Control Objectives
Our control objectives are to design (ti, T;). l i i < n in (I)-(2) to achieve simultaneous formation and maneuver control.
The internal group formation aspects of the control problem are defined by the translational formation (or shape)
variable XE(XI,. . . ,xn) E s3@-') and attitude formation (or shape) variable (E(<i,... ,Cn)
These are smooth functions that reflect, respectively, the relative displacements and rotations between the agents. They can be defined in various ways and result in different decompositions and hence control laws. In this paper, they are defined using the coordinate representations in (1) and (2) by: a constant submanifold of the attitude configuration space to which the spacecraft dynamics ought to converge.
The maneuver aspects of the control objectives are defined in terms of the overall motion of the group. Analogous to the formation variables, we define XL(XI, ... ,xn) E R' and <' (cl,. . . , c, ) E R3 to be the translational and attitude average system variables. The exact definitions of these average system variables, however, depend on the decomposition to be defined in section 3. Geometrically, they are parameterizations of the submanifold defined by the formation variables XE and CE. Appropriate behaviors of XE and <E can be used to specify the maneuver control objectives. Examples include configuration regulation, trajectory tracking or velocity field tracking [IO] (e.g.
PE -+ V(XE) where V(x,) defines the desired velocity at

XE.).
DECOMPOSITION
In this section, we design a decomposition that decomposes the dynamics of a group of n general m-DOF mechanical systems (e.g. spacecraft, robots, rigid body) into a m-DOF average system and a m(n-1)-DOF shape system. This decomposition will be used to decompose both the 3n-DOF translational dynamics ( I ) and 3n-DOF attitude dynamics (2) of n spacecraft into their respective 3-DOF average and 3(n-I)-DOF shape systems. The proposed decomposition is inspired by the authors' previous work on teleoperators [I 1 J in which the decomposition is designed for two mechanical systems.
Consider the dynamics of n m-DOF mechanical systems:
where E %m and qi E %m are the configuration and the
Hence, they are simply the relative displacements and rotalions between successive agents in these coordinates. The translation and attitude formation objectives are to control (5) velocity of the i-th agent, Mj(q1) E Rmxm and Ci(qi,qi) E RmYm are the inertia and the Coriolis matrices, and Ti E %m and F, E %m are the control and the environmental disturbances on the i-th agent, respectively, L~~ the shape (or formation) variables be:
where d,(r) E S3 is the possibly time varying desired translation formation and dg E R3("-') is the consfatif desired attitude formation.
Geometrically, ( 5 ) defines a 3(n -1) time varying submanifoldof the translational configuration space, and (6) defines
We decompose the velocity space of the group (7) into the velocity of the average system q~ E 3"' and the shape system q~ E %m(n-l) using the decomposition matrix S(q) E 
it can also be shown that S(q) is nonsingular.
Notice that QL in (9) is the weighted average of the velocity of each system:
P L = [ C , M~( S~) I -I [ M~(~~)~~
+...Mn(qn)qnI. (12) j=l
Thus, it represents the overall motion of the group (7) . Also notice that the definition of q~ in (9) is consistent with the definition of qg in (8).
According to the transform (Y), the compatible transform for Ti E %"',Fi E 3"' i = 1,2 ,._., n are:
where FL and FE are the effects of environmental disturbances on the overall maneuver and the internal formation structure of the group. S-I(q) E 91mnxmn in (13) has a closed-form solution s.t.:
where Z(q) = $i(S) +$i+l(q)+ ...+O"(S) E 9IMX"'. is given by the sum of the forcing on each system, i.e. FL = FI +. . , F,. The controls TL,TE will be designed according to maneuver and formation objectives, respectively in the next section. Now, by using (Y)-(13), we can partially decouple the mn-DOF dynamics of the group (7) into the m-DOF average system and the m(n-1)-DOF shape system s.t.:
ML(q)qL +CL(qr9)qL +Cz(S,q)qls =TL+FL (16) ME(q)qE +cE(q,q)qE + C E L ( q , q ) q L = TE +FE. (17) Due to the space limit, the derivation of (16) Thus. the decomposition (9) partially decouples the dynamics of the group (7) into the dynamics of the overall maneuver (average system) (16) and the dynamics of the internal formation (shape system) (17). Moreover, because the total energy of the system is also decomposed into the average and shape systems, control designed based on this decomposition will likely be more economical since energy spent on maneuver control does not affect formation, and 
Group Translation Dynamics
Since the translational dynamics of n spacecraft (I) is in the form of (7), and the translational shape variable X E in (3) is in the form of @), the decomposition in (9) can be applied to the translational system.
The velocity XL of the average translation system is given by
(21)
Since all mass a x constant, we can simply integrate SL in (21) to define the configuration of the average system s.1. Using the decomposition (9), the dynamics of the translation average and shape systems are given by:
where XL E S3 and XE E 9t3("-') are the configurations (given in (22) and (3)), ML = (ml + mz + . . . + m,)lsx3
and ME E %3("-1)y3("-') are the (positive definite and symmetric) mass matrices. t L E s3. tE E 'X3("-') are the transformed controls (to he designed), and f L = f l + . . . + fn E 913, fE E R3("-') are the transformed environmental disturbances for the translation average and the shape systems, respectively.
Group Attitude Dynamics
Since the attitude dynamics of n spacecraft (2) are also in the form (7), and the attitude shape variable in (4) is in the form of (8). the decomposition in (9) can also be applied to attitude system. Using the decomposition (9). the velocity of the attitude average system is given as: CL in (25) ). Thus, we can choose a meaningful configuration for the average system to be the configuration of any individual agent, Si, 1 < i < n, if the fixed formation is achieved sufficiently fast compared to the average attitude dynamics. This is for this reason that the target attitude shape variable di is restricted to be a constant. Now, the dynamics of the attitude average and shape systems are given by: 
Control Design
The translational average and shape systems (23)- (24) One example of control design is as follows: Let $ ( t ) , x $ ( t ) , < f ( f ) being desired trajectories for the average and shape translation systems and the average attitude system, and being the constant desired formation (6) for the shape attitude system. The control law for this is:
where G,K$,,,K:,Kf and A$,h$h:,hF are positivedefinite and symmetric control gains. The control law (28)
can incorporate the trajectory tracking control (except for the attitude shape system), the regulation control (e.g. with a constant xf in (28)) or velocity tracking control (e.g. with zero x f , xf with a constant x i in (28)).
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In order to achieve the well-defined configuration for the SD Plotof Group Mmeu~erandFom.tlon attitude average system, h$,hf; should he designed large enough so that the attitude formation converges to the constant formation cg fast enough and we can achieve a welldefined configuration for the attitude average system cL. In order to lock each agent's position (or attitude) to a desired value, regulation control is necessary not only for the translation (or attitude) shape system but also the translation (or attitude) average system. Without the regulation on the average system, the group (translation or attitude) may drift although the internal formation is maintained.
Hierarchical Extension
The decomposition and control approach can be extended See text for details.
-. -
I .
is abstracted and represented by its average system (in the 1st-level) 4 ' (3-DOF translation and 3-DOF attitude)
to other groups. Thus, inter-group formation among the p groups can be achieved by controlling the p average systems, A,', $, . . . ,A;. Since each average system has dynamics of usual mechanical system (after achieving the fixed formation (6) and decoupling control), we can apply the decomposition (9) to the collection of the p average systems, Af ,2;, . . . ,A;. Then, the obtained average
x-y-z frames. Since the pitch and roll of each spacecraft are successfully controlled to be zero throughout the simulation, the body-fixed z-axis is coincident with the inertial z-axis. The body-fixed x-y axes, then, can he identified from the figures using the rule of right-hand coordinate systems. Simulation is performed for 130 second and snapshots are taken in every 5 seconds as shown in figures 1 and 2.
system 2,* (6-DOF, in 2nd-level) is the abstraction and represents the overall motion of total p groups while the shape system S : (6(p-I)-DOF) represents the inter-group formation. By continuing this process to m-th level, we can naturally define a hierarchical system for multiple spacecraft.
SIMULATION OF A GROUP OF THREE SPACECRAFT
A simulation is performed for a group of three spacecraft, each having a 6-DOF rigid-body dynamics. From 80 to 130 seconds, the group formation (equi-triangle)
contracts to a smaller equilateral triangle in the x-y plane defined by z = -20m. Note that the vertices of the smaller equi-triangle forms a circle of radius 1Om. During this contraction, the group is also moving along the z-direction while maintaining the attitudes of each agent. In order to synchronize the formation contraction and the z-directional group motion, the trajectory tracking control in (28) is used for the average and shape translation systems. In order for each agent to keep targeting the center point during this group translation (see figure 2) , regulatory controls are used for the average and shape attitude systems. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel control scheme for the formation and maneuvering control for a group of multiple spacecraft systems. By utilizing a decomposition, dynamics of the group is decomposed into the two parts: the average system that represents overall motion of the group and the shape system that represents the group formation (internal shape). By canceling out the cross-coupling between the average and the shape systems, the two systems become decoupled each other and also have dynamics of usual mechanical systems. By controlling the shape system, the internal formation control is achieved, while the maneuvering control is achieved by the controlling the average system.
